
 

MADAGASCAR 
The Essential Island Explorer Tour  
Tour Begins / Ends in Antananarivo (Airport Code TNR) Total Tour Nights included – 11 
 
ABOUT THIS TOUR  

Welcome to Madagascar!  
Lemurs, baobab trees, 
rainforests, deserts, hiking and 
tropical coastlines: Madagascar 
is a dream destination for 
outdoors enthusiasts – half the 
fun is getting to all these 
incredible attractions.  
Madagascar is unique: 5% of all 
known animal and plant species 
can be found here, and here 
alone. The island's signature 
animal is the lemur of course, 
but there are many more weird 
and wonderful creatures – not 

to mention the exotic landscapes and dramatic forests, desert-like and tropical plant life and of course the 
wonderful people.  Made up of Malay / Indonesian and mixed African heritage, Madagascar has a vastly mixed 
ethnicity rounded off by a former French colonial influence that makes it vastly diverse.  Our journey is a 
wonderful adventure in a developing country that is miles behind in terms of infrastructure and if you´re 
prepared for the journey – this will be an unforgettable one for sure!  Adventurebug welcomes you to join us 
on this unique tour to one of the world´s least explored adventure travel destinations!  

• Customized for you - this is our 
very own cultural discovery 
tour operated by us directly 
and in collaboration with 
Madagascar´s top-rated local 
tour operators. 

• Guided visits to 3 National 
Parks and several visits to local 
communities in rural areas. 

• Comfortable, above average 
tourist class hotels throughout. 

• Well balanced day visits with 
hikes and cultural visits to suit 
all levels of travelers. 

• Locally gained insight of 
wildlife, flora and cultural 
highlights via our dedicated 
local leaders. 

• All-inclusiveness – all meals, transfers, entrance fees, tips and logistics pre-arranged in advance. 

• A chance to contribute to an emerging travel industry in one of Africa´s least visited places. 



 
 

GENERAL ITINERARY 
 

DAY 1  
ANTANANARIVO WELCOME DAY (D) 
Our tour begins this afternoon in the nation´s 
capital city Antananarivo (Tana for short).  
There is no program scheduled excepting 
meeting our local guide for the tour 
presentation at 6 pm and a welcome dinner.  
If you wish to arrive 1 day earlier, we can 
make arrangements for you at the group 
hotel and suggest an activity or visit to help 
you acclimatize today.  We suggest however 
you take it easy to recover from jet lag – 
enjoying the hotel pool and surrounding area 

exploring on foot.  Hotel Royal Pallisandre & Spa, Antananavrivo.  https://www.hotel-restaurant-palissandre.com/   
Tonight will be our welcome dinner in the hotel. 
 

DAY 2 ANTANANAVIRO WALKING TOUR (B,L,D) 
Departure from the hotel at 9am for a morning Walking Heritage Tour, 
guided by our historian guide (about 2h30) exploration time on foot. 
Lunch will be taken at the Lokanga Boutique Hotel. After lunch return to 
our hotel for some relaxation time.   At 5 pm, transfer to our Cook N 
Learn workshop, for a unique chocolate hands-on demonstration – a 
Madagascar tradition, where we´ll also have dinner.  Transfer back to our 
hotel in the early evening.  Same hotel – Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner 
included. 
 

DAY 3 ANTSIRABE CITY (B,L,D) 
Morning drive to Antsirabe (4 hours minimum / 140 miles), 
Madagascar´s second largest city (population 240,000) and known 
for its relatively cool climate and a high concentration of pulled 
rickshaws among other things!  On the way, we visit the Aluminum 
Pot Workshop in Ambatolampy, and lunch in a local restaurant.  
Afternoon orientation tour of Antsirabe, including a visit to some 
typical workshops featuring zebu (cow) horn figures, recycled 
material creations and Malagasy candies.  Hotel Plumeria, 
Antsirabe.  http://www.plumeriahotelantsirabe.com/index.html  
Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner (at hotel) Included. 
 

DAY 4  ANTSIRABE LIGHT WALKING DAY (B,L,D) 
Day walk on the outskirts of the city, to the lake of Andraikiba and Lake Tritriva. A nice way to explore the daily 
life of the local people – witnessing their livelihoods, communities and local flora of this naturally gifted region. 

Today we carry a packed lunch to fully enjoy the day out.  Walking 
levels / distance can be catered to our group needs.  Same hotel.  
Breakfast, (packed) Lunch and Dinner (at hotel) Included. 
 
DAY 5 FIANARANTSOA & RURAL COUNTRY VILLAGES 
(B,L,D) 
Drive to Fianarantsoa (5 hours minimum / 150 miles), a hilltop city 
considered Madagascar´s cultural, theological and intellectual 
capital with 190,000 residents.  On route we´ll stop at different 
villages to stretch our legs and absorb the rural life of central 
Madagascar. Lunch en-route in a local restaurant. Upon arrival, tour 

the heritage quarter of Fianarantsoa before going to the hotel.  Hotel Ecole Hôtelière La Rizière.  
http://www.lariziere.org/  Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner (at hotel) included. 

https://www.hotel-restaurant-palissandre.com/
http://www.plumeriahotelantsirabe.com/index.html
http://www.lariziere.org/


 
 
DAY 6 FIANARANTSOA & BETSILEO COUNTRYSIDE (B,L,D) 

Full day to explore the Betsileo countryside & 
community. A great experience to learn about this ethnic 
group and its way of life, the specific architecture, 
traditions and rice - as this is where a large portion of 
Madagascar´s rice is produced. Today we lunch at a 
community style home. Returning to Fianarantsoa, with 
a stop at the Pierrot Men Studio - a famous Malagasy 
photographer known for his black & white photos  
https://www.pierrotmen.com/  Same hotel.  Breakfast, 
Lunch and Dinner (at hotel) included. 
 
 
 

 
DAY 7  FIANARANTSOA & RANOMAFANA NATIONAL PARK (B,L,D) 
Early morning drive to the Ranomafana National Park http://www.travelmadagascar.org/PARKS/Ranomafana-
National-Park.html (1h30), and day exploration (light hiking), of this preserved rainforest to spot lemurs (12 
varieties), birds (115 species), chameleons & reptiles (62 species) and other endemic species – including a vast 
array of botany and outstanding natural landscapes. Lunch will be taken in a local restaurant. Drive back to 
Fianarantsoa in the late afternoon.  Same hotel.  Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner (at hotel) included. 
 
DAY 8  RANOHIRA (ISALO) (B,L,D) 
Today drive to Ranohira (175 miles / 5 hours 
minimum), the gateway to the exotic Isalo National 
Park. Ranohira, with only 6000 residents is situated 
at 3500 feet above sea level in south central 
Madagascar and is a small community of cattle 
ranchers, peanut growers and workers who serve 
the important Isalo National Park.  On route today 
we´ll stop at Ambalavao for a visit of the Antemoro 
Paper Factory and continue to Anjà Community 
Reserve (famous for lemurs), before arriving to 
Ranohira town. Lunch will be taken in a local 
restaurant close to the Anjà Reserve.  Hotel Le 
Relais de la Reine 
http://www.lerelaisdelareine.com/en/  Breakfast, 
Lunch and Dinner (at hotel) included. 
 

DAY 9  ISALO NATIONAL PARK VISIT  (B,L,D) 
Full day exploration of the Isalo National Park today 
http://www.travelmadagascar.org/PARKS/Isalo-
National-Park.html.  The park, established in 1962 is 
known for its wide variety of exotic natural terrain, 
including sandstone formations, deep canyons, natural 
swimming pools (remember your swim trunks!), a palm-
lined oasis, and grasslands.  A total of 340 faunal 
species are known to inhabit the area, including 82 
species of birds, 33 species of reptiles, 15 species 
of frogs and 14 species of mammals. We´ll carry a 
packed lunch to fully enjoy this day out in the park.  
Afternoon return to the hotel for some down time 
followed by a 5:30 pm departure for a sundowner to 
our hotel´s wonderful private location!  Same hotel.  
Breakfast, Packed Lunch and Dinner (at hotel) 
included. 

 

https://www.pierrotmen.com/
http://www.travelmadagascar.org/PARKS/Ranomafana-National-Park.html
http://www.travelmadagascar.org/PARKS/Ranomafana-National-Park.html
http://www.lerelaisdelareine.com/en/
http://www.travelmadagascar.org/PARKS/Isalo-National-Park.html
http://www.travelmadagascar.org/PARKS/Isalo-National-Park.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandstone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canyon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grassland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bird
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reptile
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frog
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mammal


 
 
DAY 10   ZOMBITSE NATIONAL PARK & IFATY (B,L,D) 

Morning drive to 
Madagascar Island´s 
south west corner 
including a visit to the 
Zombitse National Park 
http://www.travelmadag
ascar.org/PARKS/Zomb
itse-Vohibasia-National-
Park.html for a guided 
visit of about 2 hours. 

Here we´ll see the southern dry forest with endemic birds and some variations of baobabs – Madagascar´s most 
celebrated tree species. We continue until Tuléar where lunch will be taken at the Antsokay Arboretum – and if 
time permits, we can make a visit to this ´spiny forest´ botany center.  Finally, we drive to Ifaty where you'll arrive 
in the late afternoon.  Ifaty is a beach side location and very laid back - comprised of two small fishing villages 
called Mangily and Madio Rano.  Between these villages is a collection of small hotels and bungalows, making it 
an ideal tropical beach destination to unwind for 2 nights after our overland adventure.  Here we can watch the 
traditional ‘pirogue’ fishing boats ply the gentle waters and swim in the delightful ocean. Hotel Les Dunes D´Lfaty 
https://www.lesdunesdifaty.com/index_en.php  Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner (at hotel) included. 

 
DAY 11   OPTIONAL DAY / IFATY RESORT  (B, L, D)  
Free day at leisure to relax or take our guided excursion 
today (included in trip price), with a visit to Honko, a 
mangrove conservation area. Later this afternoon we transfer 
to the Reniala Botanical Park for a guided visit, followed by a 
special dinner at the foot of a secular boabab, for a unique 
farewell experience!  Return to the hotel in the early evening.  
 
Alternatively you can relax at the hotel on your own or elect 
some of the resort´s optional activities (not included in trip 
price), such as:  Boat excursions, horse riding, quad & 
bicycle rental, snorkel or diving or just make use of the pool, 
bar area and beach sport zones.  Same hotel.  Breakfast, 
Lunch and Dinner included.   

 
DAY 12   DEPARTURE DAY (FLIGHT TO TANA)  (B, L)  
This morning we transfer to Tuléar Airport (18 miles / 1 hour drive), for the scheduled morning flight back to the 
nation’s capital, Tana (Antananarivo).  Flight time to be confirmed:  This flight normally departs 09:35 am and 
arrives 11:15 am.  Upon arrival, transfer to Hotel Relais des Plateaux where we have day-use rooms available 
for everyone (as per our group rooming list), until departure on your international flight.  Additional nights´ stay 
can be arranged.  Please consider your flight out of Tana (TNR) on this evening or the following day.  No hotel 
nights or guided activities provided today / Breakfast and Lunch included. 

 

WHAT´S INCLUDED IN YOUR TRIP PRICE 

• 11 nights hotel accommodation twin or double share (single room option with supplement limited)) 

• All meals as per itinerary and 1 large bottle of mineral water per person / per day included.  Please note, drinks are 

not included at meals. 

• Private charter bus service (and some hotel shuttle buses), for daily tour transfers as per itinerary 

• Airport arrival & departure transfers (in Anatananarivo – capital city), included for 2 persons or more at one time. 

*Single person transfers are available but subject to a 25 euros supplement per airport transfer. 

• All daily guided excursions and local guides and entrance fees as per itinerary  

• Entrances to National Parks as per itinerary  

• Entrances to private reserves, gardens, galleries, etc. included as per itinerary  

http://www.travelmadagascar.org/PARKS/Zombitse-Vohibasia-National-Park.html
http://www.travelmadagascar.org/PARKS/Zombitse-Vohibasia-National-Park.html
http://www.travelmadagascar.org/PARKS/Zombitse-Vohibasia-National-Park.html
http://www.travelmadagascar.org/PARKS/Zombitse-Vohibasia-National-Park.html
https://www.lesdunesdifaty.com/index_en.php


 

• Domestic Flight between Tulear and Anatananarivo on final day of tour (one way).  Note – baggage is restricted to 1 

piece x 20 kg (44 pounds), per person plus 1 carry on.  Change fees apply for any alterations not associated with the 

tour itinerary.  (Important) When registering, one must submit the exact and correct name spelling from passport. 

• TIPS for all provided meals, bus transfers, housekeeping and local guides (essentially all tips except for private 

purchases like drinks, etc.). 

• Porter service where applicable at hotels. 

• Regional taxes, tourism taxes and associated agency fees 

 

NOT INCLUDED 

• International flights (to/from Madagascar) 

• Travel insurance (compulsory to have personal travel and medical insurance) 

• Meals (where not listed as included in the itinerary) and beverages if not included with meals 

• Optional additional tours or activities during free time  

• Museums, galleries, etc. that are not included in the organized tours 

 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS 
At this time we have no optional extras built into the tour.  We can update you regarding additional visits, attractions and 

recommendations to extend your stay in the region. 

ADDITIONAL HOTEL NIGHTS 
If you choose to arrive earlier than the tour date, or stay longer at the end, we will organize your booking for you at no extra 

charge aside from the group rate offered by the hotel.  Please contact Kathy well in advance to secure your hotel reservation. 

RIGORS OF THE JOURNEY - WHAT TO EXPECT! 

This trip can be enjoyed by just about anyone with a reasonable level of fitness and with some day hiking 

experience.  We classify this as a hiking / discovery tour but not an all-out hiking or trekking program by any 

means.  There are driving portions over some poor infrastructure and a 100-mile bus journey can take 4 hours 

easily – and it may be bumpy, dusty and not the kind of air conditioning you´re used to!  The average day may 

involve between 1 and 5 hours driving with walking visits in rural communities or National Parks and historic 

city tours.  Hiking distances are hard to predict but expect to be on your feet for 2 to 5 hours a day at a gentle 

pace and very little elevation gain.  Good walking shoes and hiking poles are recommended.  For those not 

interested In, or able to carry out the main hiking portions of the tour, we will make alternative suggestions 

and they may be as rudimentary as staying back at the hotel or townsite or staying around a visitor center in 

the National Park (where available), rather than being on the trail. 

 

MADAGASCAR CLIMATE 

Weather wise, this is Africa and although we spend a lot of time above 2000 feet (up to 3500), the sun is 

powerful and the climate is more desert like than moist tropical.  The graph below shows (capital city), that 

October is a wonderful temperate time of the year – highs in 80s, lows in 60s and rainfall quite low. 

 

 

 



 
MODES OF TRANSPORT 

• On foot (for tour purposes & hikes in communities and National Parks) 

• Private chartered bus for all longer transfers 

• 1 x domestic air return transfer back to Tamo, capital city with Air Madagascar 

o The national carrier airline:  https://www.airmadagascar.com/en  

o We may also use MADIGASIKARA Airlines in 2019 – subject to final confirmation 

 

MEALS   Nearly all meals are included on our tour (please refer to itinerary). Some picnic lunches are included 

on visits to National Park days.  Dinners are mostly in our hotels where the quality is much better than in 

communities.  Special diets please be warned, Madagascar is miles behind in catering to special diets, food 

allergies and personal preferences.  If you have specific dietary needs, be prepared to bring your own 

supplements to avoid disappointment and potential risk to your health.  Here is a note direct from our local 

tour operator: 

 

Many areas are remote in Madagascar and food supply involves a good and advanced organization.  Regarding special 

diets such as Hallal, Vegan and Gluten free meals and many allergies:  We kindly advise you supplements or catering to 

these diets is not available in most places in Madagascar.  Vegetarian meals : You must inform your guests that most of the 

time they will be served rice and boiled or fried vegetables and eggs.  The vegetarian cooking is not very developed in 

Madagascar.  Soya milk, soya yogurt and other specific vegetarian foods are not available in most places.   

 

INSURANCE & RELEASE OF LIABILITY FORM   You are required to have travel & comprehensive health 
insurance before taking part on this tour. We strongly recommend cancelation insurance as well as normal 
coverage for emergency health and medical issues.  Adventurebug requires that participants read and sign the 
release form as a condition of travel before departure.  It is included in your registration documents. 

  

RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL    Adventurebug´s Responsible Travel Ethos is at the heart of everything we do, from 

getting the basics right like respecting local cultures and the environment, to initiating projects in the 

Developing World that make positive contributions to communities, to volunteer efforts on a wide range of 

projects.  At some point during our journey, Adventurebug may share some of the projects associated with his 

work in tourism and social entrepreneurial stewardship.  

 

CUSTOMS AND CULTURE    Madagascar is a developing country and it goes without saying that MANY aspects 

of this journey will be very different from the comforts of home or the ease of travel in Europe or other parts 

of the developed world.  Full power loss or potentially damaging power surges can occur.  Lack of warm and/or 

available water from the taps is not uncommon.  Food may be bland and repetetive over the course of the 

journey.  Internet wifi can be unstable everywhere and well things just don´t always run as punctual as you´re 

accustomed too…  Idiosyncracies such as your simple requests not being met or being told YES OK and nothing 

done as a follow up are common Africa moments!  Be prepared for the unexpected in Madagascar! 

 

https://www.airmadagascar.com/en


 
From our perspective (as visitors from our fast paced, developed world), Madagascar remains a safe, 

welcoming country and very hospitable to travellers from abroad – but it´s still in its infancy for large scale 

tourism.  The people are humble and society is family-centered and the economy agriculture based.  For these 

reasons, priority for high service and quality comes second to spending time with friends or family! 

 

Remember, travelling is about new experiences and do not expect the same level of personal service nor 

speed of delivery that you may be accustomed to at home.  Be patient and respect the fact that life in 

Madagascar moves at a different pace.  You will appreciate your journey more so and feel accomplished by 

adapting better.  If there weren´t these elements, you wouldn´t have chosen this adventure in the first place! 

 

TIPPING     To simplify your travels, tips for local guides, transport, porters, housekeeping and meals are all 

included.  You can leave a tip for private beverages that you purchase on your own accord.  But for the most 

part, all your essential tips are included in your tour price. 

 

VISAS     A tourist visa is required for Madagascar.  At time of print, it can still be obtained upon arrival: 

2018 visa cost for tourists are as follows (subject to change for 2019): 
- 1 to 30 days : 35 Euros / 37 USD 
- 31 to 60 days : 40 Euros / 45 USD 
- 61 to 90 days : 50 Euros / 55 USD 
 
Visa to be paid in cash at the airport of arrival, in Euros or USD, and under presentation of a return international air ticket 
and a passport valid for a minimum of 6 month after the departure date.  For updated information on all the above points, 
check with the local Malagasy (Madagascar), Embassy or Consulate in your country. 
 

FLIGHTS     Getting to and from Madagascar is an interesting journey by air.  Depending on your budget and 
time frame for travel, it pays to shop around.  Remember that your RETURN flight should be to/from the 
nation´s capital airport - Antananarivo (Airport Code TNR).  The national airline, Air Madagascar is generally 
NOT recommended for your international flight – not for safety reasons but for complaints about delays, lack 
of information, cancellations with little warning, poor service on board, etc.  If news on this changes after 
print, I will stand corrected!  Air France, KLM, Kenya Airlines and Turkish Air are all carriers to / from TNR.   

 

ELECTRICAL OUTLETS & POWER     In Madagascar the power sockets are of type C, D, E, J and K. The 

standard voltage is 127 / 220 V and the standard frequency is 50 Hz.  Here is a good article on this:  

https://www.wikiconnections.org/power-supplies/continents/africa/what-can-i-connect-to-a-malagasy-

power-supply.  As mentioned above, power sources can be cut at times, with no warnings.  For charging nearly 

all laptops, ipads, tablets, cell phones and most cameras, you simply need a plug adapter from your home plug 

– a power convertor should already be built into your device.  Madagascar plugs and sockets look like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.wikiconnections.org/power-supplies/continents/africa/what-can-i-connect-to-a-malagasy-power-supply
https://www.wikiconnections.org/power-supplies/continents/africa/what-can-i-connect-to-a-malagasy-power-supply


 
 

HEALTH, MEDICATIONS & VACCINATIONS    State health care in Madagascar is very basic.  Illness requiring 

medical visits are best done with private doctor surgeries located in the larger centers.  For this reason, you 

must be insured and for small issues, be prepared to pay in advance (claiming your medical expenses to your 

insurance company after), in some cases.  Medicines and glasses / contacts subscriptions we strongly 

recommend you bring from home as resources are very scarce.   

 

We strongly advise you arrange travel vaccinations from your local travel specialist or clinic.  You can 

consult various websites such as:  https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/madagascar.  At 

present, it´s prudent to ensure your basic vaccinations (flu, tetanus, measles/mumps, polio, etc), are up to 

date and to have a batch of standard ´developing´ world vaccines such as Hepatitis A & B, Typhoid and perhaps 

Rabies.  Yellow Fever does not exist in Madagascar.  Malaria is present and prophylactics are recommended in 

all areas except the capital city.  Again, consult with various websites and ultimately with a medical 

professional specializing in tropical medicine. 

 

EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION 
In the case of a genuine emergency, your local operator, Adventurebug can be reached as follows: 
 

ADVENTUREBUG OFFICE  + 34 952 894 308   

Matt Butler (Guide)   + 34 635 817 819 

Julie Butler (Office Manager)  + 34 692 451 362 

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/madagascar

